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        Old products

Want to see our discontinued products ?

Here is the list of our discontinued products. For old software, basic technical support (such as "lost key") is provided.    
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           Bluray-converter

       ?

       
Blu-ray Converter converts blu-ray movies to MKV, AVI, DVD, XBox, PS3, iPad, iPhone formats. 1 click process with excellent SD and HD quality - subtitles supported.           
                 Buy
                History 
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            DVD-converter

            ?

            
DVD Converter converts DVD movies to MKV, AVI, DVD, XBox, PS3, iPad, iPhone formats.A DVD decrypter such as 
                    AnyDVD is needed if converting from a protected disk.            
                 Buy
                History 
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            VSO-Inspector

FREE


VSO-Inspector is a free tool that reports various information about your hardware configuration. Using this freeware, you can check the listed CD, DVD and Blu-ray readers and writers connected to your computer, check the firmware used. The details about the media used and the speed supported by a given writer with this media. Also you can scan a burnt media for read errors and be confident about the readibility of your fresh backup.

 VSO-Inspector Overview

 


Detect and list the features of your CD/DVD/Blu-ray writers:




	Supported formats
	Region details
	Firmware versions
	Buffer size
	Region Code
	Read modes
	Write modes
	Etc




Detect and list information about the inserted media:




	Media type
	Capacity
	Media ID (manufacturer and/or model)
	Number of layers
	Supported speeds (with current writer)




Media Analysis




	Sector reading
	Definition of the area to check
	Definition of the read direction (as medias are mostly weak at the end of the burning zone, starting from the end is a good idea for a quick quality indication)
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            Goldmember

            The Goldmember license was a "virtual" pack offer, giving complete access to all VSO products.


                We are no longer offering this licensing scheme for purchase.
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            PhotoDVD

Free (use this unlock key: VASEG - CBYUR - 9KSBJ - MFV47 - Y7W96 - 2 ). 
Basic support is provided only for customer with purchased key


PhotoDVD is DVD slideshow software to create animated dvd slideshows and burn on DVD. Perfect DVD gift - for marriage DVD, birthday DVD, holiday DVD. 
 ( PhotoDVD includes our burning engine. )            
                Download
                History 
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            *  Indicative price based on exchange rate from price in US Dollar. Final price may be slightly different.
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          ...and check out our forum!      
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